We study third order Codazzi tensor elds relative to projectively at connections. We construct such tensors from functions. This construction obeys a simple transformation law within a xed projective class. As examples we consider cubic forms in a ne hypersurface theory. In this case, our concept leads to third order PDEs which characterize a ne spheres and quadrics.
Introduction
The relation between particular PDEs and speci c geometric problems is very close. Classical examples are the Christo el and Minkowski problems for ovaloids and the basic PDEs for the support function. The solutions of this type of equations are unique modulo rst order spherical harmonics. Obata Oba62] and Tashiro Tas65] proved a well known characterization of Riemannian spheres in terms of the rst order spherical harmonics. This PDE plays an important role for the solution of many existence and uniqueness theorems. These results are related to the generation of Codazzi tensors of second order on constant curvature spaces, see OS83] . This concept of Codazzi tensors was already extended by Norden SS62] to projectively at spaces; see also GKS94], PSS94] and Sim94]. Tanno Tan78] gave a third order analogue to Obata's and Tashiro's PDE . Thus, there has been interest to generalize the concept of Codazzi tensors to the higher order case. In LSW96a] and LSW96b] higher order Codazzi tensors were introduced and investigated. A Codazzi tensor of order m relative to an a ne connection is a totally symmetric (0; m)-tensor eld with totally symmetric covariant derivative r .
In this paper we consider the case of third order Codazzi tensors on projectively at spaces. We start with an a ne connection and an arbitrary function and construct a (0; 3)-tensor eld. If the connection used in the construction is projectively at, then this tensor eld is a third order Codazzi tensor. In the special case of a Riemannian manifold of constant curvature, we get the construction for third order tensor elds used in LSSW97]. This construction traces back to Tanno's equation. Section 3 contains our main result. For third order Codazzi tensors constructed by functions, we derive a transformation law under a projective change. We use this rule for solving a certain system of third order PDEs on projectively at manifolds. This leads to a generation theorem for third order Codazzi tensor elds. As an example for our construction of (0; 3)-tensor elds and as an application of the transformation law for projective changes, we consider special cubic forms in a ne hypersurface theory. This leads to characterizations of special a ne hypersurfaces by third order PDE-systems for the support function. These results were motivated by the results for the Euclidean support function given in LSSW97]. I would like to thank the research team working on a ne di erential geometry, in particular U. Simon and M. Wiehe, for helpful discussions.
Preliminaries
For the convenience of the reader we summarize basic notions and facts.
We denote by M a connected, simply connected, oriented C 1 -manifold of dimension n 2. Let u; v; w 2 X(M) and let r be an a ne connection on M. Our If r 2 P is projectively at then any r ] 2 P satis es (i) and (ii). We call this projective class P projectively at.
On the Riemannian sphere S n , equipped with the Levi-Civita connection, the PDE-system C(F) = 0 reduces to the di erential equation of Tanno Tan78] ; he used the global solvability of this equation for a characterization of Riemannian spheres. In this case the space of solutions is exactly given by the second order spherical harmonics. So, the notion generalized second order spherical function is an analogue to the notion in GKS94] and Sim94]. There the notion of rst order spherical harmonics is generalized to projectively at spaces.
Corollary 3.2. Let r 2 P projectively at and f 2 C 1 (M). Then, the tensor C(f) is a Codazzi tensor of order 3 relative to r.
Proof. By the de nition of P the Ricci tensor Ric of r is symmetric. By projective atness, r Ric is totally symmetric and equation (3) is ful lled. Apply now the rst Ricci identitiy Eis49] to the di erence of the third order covariant derivatives of f; we get the total symmetry of C(f). Substituting the second Ricci identity for the fourth order covariant derivatives of f and using (3) again, we see that rC(f) is totally symmetric, too.
The following lemma is one of our main results. 
Furthermore, the projective transformation of the Ricci tensor is given by (see PSS94], section 3. 
(ii) The generating function f is unique modulo additive generalized second order spherical functions (see De nition 3.1).
Proof. The uniqueness part (ii) is obvious.
For proving the existence part (i) we use the projective atness of the projective class P. From this assumption we have the existence of a at connection r o 2 P. Let be the projective factor of the projective change from r to r o .
As a consequence of the assumptions on and Lemma 6. 
As the connection r o is at, at least locally we have the same situation as in IR n . Thus we can assume that the Christo el symbols with respect to r o vanish: r o = @. Equation This function has the required property, i.e.
4 Basic facts from a ne hypersurface theory
We recall the following facts and notations from SSV91].
Relative normalizations
Let A be a real a ne space with associated vector space V of dimension n + 1 with n 2.
Let V denote the dual space. Let < ; >: V V ! IR be the canonical pairing between V and V . Denote by r the canonical at a ne connection on A. Let (ii) e C 0 characterizes quadrics.
Fundamental quantities and equations
We introduce the following notation in terms of a relative normalization fY; yg: e C ijk (y) := e C r ij h rk :
Note that e C(y) depends on the choice of the normalization. But the non-degeneracy of h
implies that e C(y) 0 if and only if e C 0.
Special cases of relative normalizations
In the following, we will consider three special cases of relative normalizations. For a more detailed description see chapter 6 of SSV91].
Euclidean normalization
We consider the a ne space A equipped with an additional Euclidean structure and we denote this Euclidean space by E. Consider a non-degenerate hypersurface x: M ! E and choose the Euclidean nomal vector as relative normal y. In this case we have h(E) = II; b S(E) = III :
Equia ne normalization The equia ne normalization fY (e); y(e)g can be characterized by the fact that the equia ne Tchebychev form vanishes:
This condition is equivalent to the fact that fx; Y (e); y(e)g is invariant under the equia ne transformation group; for further informations see Bla23]. In the following we will mark equia ne quantities by \e" .
Centroa ne normalization
Another important special case of a relative normalization is the centroa ne normalization.
In 
Using (13), (9) and (8) 
Note that, as a consequence of (12), the centroa ne support function (c) satis es (c) 1.
The appearance of the equia ne support function in the PDE (16) 
Further we have (e) e C(c) = e C(e) where e C(e) := e C(y(e)) = b C(e). We insert now (17) into (16) and multiply the whole PDE by (e) This PDE is formulated completely in equia ne terms. We want to give now a formulation for this PDE in terms of an arbitrary normalization. For this purpose, we need a factor, which describes the change between the equia ne normalization and an arbitrary relative normalization.
Lemma 5.1. Let x be a non-degenerate hypersurface of dimension n with relative normalization fY; yg. Let !; ! be parallel volume forms with respect to r; r . 
On the other hand, as Y = Y (e), we can write as
This leads to a general formulation of the PDE for the support function. We apply now the Transformation Lemma 3.3 for the projective change from r(e) to r: Remark 5. Proof. This is clear from Theorem 5.3 and the non-degeneracy of h. The equia ne normalization is unique only up to nonzero constant factors.
